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Can there exist a (0, I)-matrix of order n and dimension d, such that the sum on any 
e-dimensional hyperplane of the matrix is a fixe,d number r? The answer to this question is of 
importance both for the amstruction of incomplete block designs and for the invest:gation of 
extremal points in the convex sets of multidimensional stochastic matrices. Some necessary 
conditions that must be ful!iUed by the parameters n, d, e and r are deduced in this paper. 
1. IntFoductioll 
By S,(a d) we denote a non negative matrix of order it and of dimension d 
such that th.e sum over all elements in any e-dimensional hyperplane of the matrix 
is 1. We call e the degree of the matrix and say S,(n, d) is srochasric with respea! 
to degree e. 
It is an interesting and widely unsolved problem to determine the extremal 
matrices in the convex set of all stochastic matrices of order n, of dimension d, 
and of degree e. 
For d = 2 and e = 1 we know that the extremal stoehaslic matrices are exactly 
the permutation matrices. It is easy to see that for any dimensions d and e a 
permutation matrix of degree e (that. is a stochastic matrix with a l-element in 
each e-dimensiona! hyperplane) always is an extremal matrix. (If there is such a 
permutation matrix at all.) But it is not generally true that an extremal stochastic 
matrix is a ,permu,ation matrix, as may be seen by the example of Fig. 1 where 
n = 2, d = 3, and e = 2. Obviously this matrix can not be represented as a convex 
combination of permutation matrices. 
In their paper “Extremal Configurations and Decompositiorl Tneorems” W. B. 
Jurkat and H.J. Ryser pose four basic unsolved proolems concerning the com- 
binatorial struc’;ure of multidimensional matrices that arise from the abet:: 
mentioned question. 
Problem 2 asks the following: “Let the sum of all e-dimensional hyperp1an.e~ be
prescribed arbitrarily. Determine necessary and suficient conditions in order that 
a (0, 1)-matrix of dimension d and or&r n ll;jve exac!.iy these presi%hctl SUTIS 011 
all its e-dimensionaH l+ yperplanes”. 
Fie; 1. 
The corresponding &dimensional problem is solved by the Gale-Ryser majori- 
zation critedsn. !+e rZ]. &q,the case of muhidimensional permutation matrices of 
degree e ttlm tiain result ii-.ghr(csn bye Jurkat and Ryser who have demonstrated the 
equivafance bet%veen,the - xistcisnce of such a permutation matrix and the existence 
of a system c+f orth&qnai! Latin ixr@iguratioris. See [l, Theo~~em 62J. 
Let us denote al (0, I)-nmtrix I;4 order n .and dimen@on d “Iby M&d).. We will _ /, . I/ I.. 
study the cws w&re the pesc&bed sumoW all e~d+%&nai herplanes of 
M(n, d) is an arbkaxry brat fked n&&e~ r. To chara#e&e that property of a 
(0, I)-ma&ix we use the notation M(n, d) = M(FI, a!, r). 
The n:%iriction to (0, l)Lmatrices with equal number a ~ 
!i‘e(n;Ld) be a stocks& nMrbc, 
of nd 
1. 1 = i ,!. 3, . . . , Pl). 
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The elements of Id are the “cells” of the matrix. 
2. The set Id is structured by a system of hyperplanes. 
A hyperplane li = H(D, S) of A is determined by a set D c { 1,2, . , . , d) 
and a mapping S : D -*I in th;e following way: 
A cell i =(il, il, . . . , id) is element of H(D, 6) iff ik = S(k) for each k E D, 
i.e. 
H(D, 6) ={(&, i2, . . . , id)EId/ik=6(k) for kED}. 
Let c =#D. Then we define e = d-c to be the dimension of H[D, 6). We 
indicate the dimension e of a hyperplane H by writing H = H.. 
As there are ($!J =(z) sJbset6; D of order d-e and rzdee mappings D+I 
we have a total of (zf)n”* hypr iplanes of dimension e; namely (f) families of 
ndbe parallel hyperplanes. 
Let 6, be the set of all e-dimensional hy-pzrplanes: 
6, = {H(D, 6) 1 #D = d - e}. 
Then we define 6 to be the set of all hyperplanes of A, i.e. 
@=@&@?,k., * ’ * ui&. 
(The system !?j of hyperplanes repres~znts the cubic arrangement GF the cells 
of a matrix.) 
3. a is a mapping 
CY:ld-+R 
(&, iz, . . . , id)+a(&, ia,. . . , id). 
That means a(&, i2,. . . , id) is the real “entry” in cell (i,, iz, . . . , &J. 
Let M(n, d) = (Id, lij, cw) be a (0, 1)-matix and S c Id the set of cells with non 
zero entry. S = { i E Id/a(i) = 1). We refer 1.0 S as the suppoti of M(n , J). Obvi- 
ously the order s of the support of a (0, l)-matrix &I,( n, d, r) is s = #S = r * n” --‘. 
Any r+ 1 elements of S can be all eqJa1 in at most d-e - 1 of their 
components. (‘To be able to pick out r+ L elements of S, you have ::o suppose 
d > e. The case d = e is trivial.) 
From this simple fact we will deduce some necessary condition: for the 
parameters of &I, (n, d, r). 
First we constntct a vector (k\, kk, . , . , i :.). for t = 1, 2.. . . , d, so that k: is the 
number of elemeirts of S whose tth cemp~rtent is j., i.e. 
By tjefinitim of qh y(KJ amI (h) we get 
arid cmseque~~tiy 
cl LA) 
tx* 4t := *g, YKJ 
Applying (1) WC get the inequaiir:y 

(‘This rkuit alsq can be deduced from Theo!*em 6.2 af [I]). 
E there is a matrix At& d, r) then th4xe is- of, couee Aso a stochast;ic matrix 
S&E, Ct, r) with wqwct to degttx e,, e 5 4. YVq .I@I now el,abom.te a necessary 
condition for the parameters ‘of S&z, 4 r) that must ‘be satisfied if S,(n, (IL r) is an 
extremal matrix. 
bt a, be the element of S,(n, d, r) at the position i =i (iI, i2, . . . , id>. By 
summing the elements of any e-dimensional hyperplane 01 S,(n, d, r) we obtain a 
system of ($zdee linear eqluations of the form 
c ai = 1, with. s = I. nd-’ unknown values Q,. 
ie)i. 
For We< d at most ($zd--’ -($) of these equations are linearly independent, 
because the summation over the ndPc equalities corresponding to one family of 
parbliel hypcrplants always gives the result. PZ’~-‘. 
NW, S,(n, & r) is extremal if and only if the corresponding system of Enear 
equations has n unique sol?ion. 
Hence w heve 2; d @n” ’ - @ KS a nece~~y condition for a matrix S,(n, d, r) 
~0 Ix: extrenzl. Since s = UP-~ this implies ra:(:Z)(l -(WP’)). 
Th~rerpr 3. A necessary com$itior; for Q stoc:ha:i tic matrix Se t:n, d, r) with 0 < .: < d 
to be extfemd is 
bTor e = 9 and e = d we get trivial1 y r = 1. 
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Example 5. If t&(2,4, r) is an extremal stochastic matrix then r 6 2. 
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I%@@& & ‘Is $(2,4, t) extremal, then we get by Theorem 3 that r d 2. On the 
o&e&and r> 1 as we proved by Example 2. So r = 2 is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for Z&(2,4, r) to be an extremal matrix. 
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